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Hybrid constrained flexible city

resource scheduling scheme based on

particle swarm optimization
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Abstract. Suppose that the types and number of supplies provided by the rescue cities to the
affected city have been confirmed in the paper, and how to choose the best mode of transportation
and to arrange transport the supplies to disaster area reasonably so as to produce the greatest
benefits for relief supplies and to reduce the transportation cost as far as possible at the same time.
First, mathematical model of question has been established aiming at the difference between benefits
and cost, and then according to the thought in transport of priority to arranging high-level supplies,
an algorithm for multi-transportation modes scheduling plan shall be designed in accordance with
the greedy principle of using transportation cost as small as possible to produce benefits as high as
possible, and its final scheduling plan shall be confirmed. Finally, the effectiveness and feasibility
of the algorithm shall be verified by example solution.

Key words. Relief supplies of cities, Scheduling of resources, Transportation problem,
Multiple constraints and optimal algorithm.

1. Introduction

Natural disasters and accidents occur frequently in recent years; these emergen-
cies have caused large losses to us, which also highlights that the level of emergency
management needs to be improved at present. Although many disasters cannot
avoid, if the emergency can be treated timely, the losses can be fallen into the lowest
level as far as possible. A key point in the field of emergency management is that
rescue operation shall be carried out with the relief supplies to the scene as soon as
possible so as to minimize losses in case of the emergency. At present, emergency
resources can be scheduled well based on the domestic and foreign research on es-
tablishment of models and algorithms, the consideration shall be based on aiming
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at the minimum rescue time or minimum cost and determining that which retrieval
depots shall be arranged to provide the specified number of resources. But faced
with another scheduling problem of emergency resource in the real life, once the
address of emergency service points and the number of supplies provided by the
service points to disaster area have been confirmed, considering that harm caused
by emergency will be less with the faster speed of emergency logistics, the benefits
produced by emergency supplies will decline as time dragged on. Therefore, how to
choose the best mode of transportation so as to send relief supplies to disaster area
quickly and timely is an important part of relief work. The container multimodal
transport of emergency supplies between two places has been considered by Hu Zhi-
hua in the Literature [20] and mode of container transportation shall be confirmed
by establishing model of integer linear programming so as to minimize transporta-
tion costs and transportation times. But the Literature is limited to shipping all
emergency supplies by containers uniformly, and focuses on the choice of mode of
transportation during the transportation, for example, air transportation shall be
chosen in which section and land transportation shall be chosen in which section,
etc. However, the limitation of carrier capability of emergency service points in real
life has been considered in the paper, it is impossible to send all emergency supplies
to emergency service points at first time, so different emergency grades shall need
to be given in accordance with different kinds of emergency supplies and personnel,
respectively, and different modes of transportation (such as air transportation, land
transportation and sea transportation, etc.) shall be adopted to arrange a certain
amount of emergency supplies by batch transportation in a reasonable way so as to
maximize the benefits produced by emergency supplies as far as possible.

2. Establishment of model

If disaster occurs in some region, emergency supplies need to be mobilized to the
region from all over the country, government often needs macro-control to assign
tasks and determine which supplies shall be provided for each city and how much
amount need to be sent to disaster area according to the specific circumstances of
each rescue city. But each rescue city needs to finish disaster relief missions timely
and effectively and arrange transportation supplies to disaster area in a reasonable
way so that relief supplies can produce the maximum benefits and hope that the
transportation cost can be as less as possible at the same time.

Suppose that City A can transport n kinds of supplies to Disaster Area B by m
kinds of modes of transportation, relevant symbols are defined as follows:

ai represents the amount of the kind i of supplies provided by City A for Disaster
Area B (i = 1, 2, ..., n);

bj represents the maximum capacity of unit tool for the kind j of mode of trans-
portation (j = 1, 2, ...,m);

dj represents unit expense for the kind j of mode of transportation (j = 1, 2, ...,m),
we suppose here that transportation expenses are only related to mode of transporta-
tion and the number of means of transport, which means it is irrelevant to loading
capacity of unit means of transport;
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kj is an integer, and represents the number of tools owned by the kind j of mode
of transportation (j = 1, 2, ...,m);

cij represents unit benefits produced by the kind i of supplies when being sent
to disaster area by j kind of mode of transportation (i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ...,m);

xj represents the number of the kind jof means of transport chosen in case of
actual transportation, which is an integer variable (j = 1, 2, ...,m, xj = 0, 1, ..., kj);

yij represents the number of the kind i of supplies by the kind j of mode of
transportation (i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ...,m), considering that supplies are often
measured by integer in bags and other forms, we define the variable as integer
variable.

The benefits produced by emergency supplies usually declines as time dragged
on, especially emergency goods, such as medicine and food, etc, therefore, cij is
generally a decreasing function about time, and transport time usually depends
on means of transport, to simplify the model, we could assume that cij is only
related to supplies and mode of transportation, which means that once the mode
of transportation has been confirmed for some kinds of supplies, cij will be a given
constant. According to the practical situation, usually, the mean of transport such
as airplane takes little time relatively, but the cost is high relatively; though the
cost of mode of ocean shipping is cheap, it will take a long time, which will seriously
affect disaster relief benefits of some emergency supplies, therefore, we can believe
ideally that benefits produced by the same kind of mode of transportation with high
transportation expenses of supplies (with less transport time relatively) is not lower
than that with low transportation expenses (with longer transport time relatively).
We assume that ci1 ≥ ci2 ≥ ... ≥ cim (i = 1, 2, ..., n) can be met for any kinds of
suppliesi.

Because the effect is not the same in the process of emergency rescue, emergency
supplies often have different priority levels; we may divide it into l types of supplies
according to their significance, if the kind i of emergency supplies is classified as
the type of r(r = 1, 2, ..., l), δir = 1 will be defined, or δir = 0. Suppose that
priority level of the r type of supplies is higher than that of the typer + 1. We
can consider choosing reasonable mode of transportation based on different types of
supplies. Suppose that xrj represents the number of the kind j of means of transport
to transport the r type of supplies, we can get the following models.

(P )Max {
n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

cijyij −
m∑
j=1

djxj} . (1)

s.t.
m∑
j=1

yij = ai, i = 1, 2, ..., n . (2)

n∑
i=1

yij ≤ bjxj , j = 1, 2, ...m . (3)
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n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

yijδir ≤
m∑
j=1

xrjbj , r = 1, 2, ..., l , (4)

xr+1
j xrj+1 = 0,

j = 1, 2, ...,m− 1, r = 1, 2, ..., l − 1 , (5)

l∑
r=1

xrj = xj , j = 1, 2, ...,m (6)

0 ≤ xrj ≤ kj is integer, 0 ≤ xrj ≤ kj is an integer ,

j = 1, 2, ...,m, r = 1, 2, ..., l (7)

0 ≤ xj ≤ kj is integer,
j = 1, 2, ...,m (8)

0 ≤ xj ≤ kj is an integer, j = 1, 2, ...,m
yij ≥ 0is integer,

i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ...,m (9)

yij ≥ 0 is an integer, i = 1, 2, ..., n; j = 1, 2, ...,m
Of which, objective function (1) represents the maximum disaster relief benefits

can be produced by the minimum transportation expense; constraint (2) refers that
each kind of emergency supplies must be sent to disaster area by all kinds of mode
of transportation; constraint (3) represents capacity limitation of each kind of mean
of transport; constraint (4) means transportation capacity limitation of the r type
of supplies; constraint (5) means that the formula xr+1

j 6= 0 ⇒ xrj+1 = 0 or xrj+1 6=
0 ⇒ xr+1

j = 0 is set up, to ensure the high-priority supplies can be transported at
priority; constraint (6) refers to gross balance of means of transport; constraint (7)
– (9) sets limitations on decision variable. The problem is about how to determine
value of variablexj , yijso as to maximize benefits.

3. Algorithm

Emergency supplies involve many kinds of supplies and need to be classified in
order to cooperate with emergency system operation to realize effective management.
Zhang Xufeng[21] divides emergency supplies into four types: life relief supplies,
engineering support supplies, engineering construction supplies and post-disaster
reconstruction supplies, according to priority level of supplies purchasing in the case
of emergency.

The first type is life relief supplies, life relief is the first step forever in the process
of emergency implementation, and these emergency supplies shall be arrived on the
emergency spot at the first time. The second type is engineering support supplies,
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supplies included in the part is the logistical support of carrying out emergency,
which is the necessary process for carrying out work in next step, and the priority
of engineering support supplies ranks second in the emergency supplies. The third
type is engineering construction supplies, of which part is the focus on emergency
work and the key to emergency implementation, and which ranks third according
to the priority of logistic purchasing of emergency system. The fourth type is post-
disaster reconstruction supplies, which is aftermath process of emergency, including
all supplies for returning to normal production in damage area and life required.

Of course, different kinds of disaster and disaster situation can be classified in
different way, emergency supplies to be transported will be classified into l types

in the paper, and then the amount of each type of supplies isAr =
n∑
i=1

aiδir, r =

1, 2, ..., l, so the amount of emergency supplies is
n∑
i=1

ai =
l∑

r=1
Ar. Suppose that the

priority of the rtype of supplies is higher than that of the typer + 1.
We usually consider arranging high level of emergency supplies priority, espe-

cially as life relief supplies, which will be often transported to disaster area by the
fastest mode of transportation, regardless of cost, which means that the type of
relief supplies shall be transported by the mode of transportation with maximum
(namely, ci1) benefits cij produced by supplies. We consider firstly that the first type
of supplies shall be transported in saturation by the fastest mode of transportation
according to the principle of maximizing the benefits, and if the first means of trans-
port has been remained, which can be considered to transport the second type of
supplies; if the first means of transport cannot finish transporting the first type of
supplies, then the second mode of transportation shall continue to be considered,
and the actual number of tools participated in transportation for all kinds of means
of transport shall be confirmed, and so forth.

Because the number of tools participated in transportation is an integer, we can
confirm the actual number of tools participated in transportation by taking top
integer. The number of means of transport required by the first kind of mode of
transportation to transport the first type of supplies is dA1

b1
e, and the surplus number

of tools for the kind j of mode of transportation after transporting the first type of
supplies can be denoted as k1j , (j = 1, 2, ...,m).

IfdA1

b1
e ≤ k1, which represents that the first type of supplies can be transported

only by such kind of mode of transportation, then the surplus number of means of
transport isk11 = k1 − dA1

b1
e, k12 = k2, k

1
3 = k3, ..., k

1
m = km; what is more, ifdA1

b1
e 6=

A1

b1
, it means that the tool used for transporting finally cannot reach saturation

transportation in thedA1

b1
emeans of transport, of which surplus space isb11 = dA1

b1
e ×

b1 −A1, otherwise, it is zero.
IfdA1

b1
e > k1, which represents that the first type of supplies cannot be finished

only by such mode of transportation, the second fast mode of transportation needs to
be considered, namely, transporting by the mode of transportation with the second
largest (namely, ci2) benefits, and then taking k11 = 0, the number of means of
transport required by such mode of transportation for surplus supplies is dA1−k1b1

b2
e.

We can confirm the number of means of transport adopted by such type of supplies,
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and so forth.
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Fig. 1. Algorithm flow chart for scheduling plan of multi-transportation mode

For other emergency supplies, not only do we hope that relief supplies can produce
maximum benefits, but also hope that the transportation cost can be as less as
possible. According to priority level of emergency supplies, for the kind iof supplies
in the type r of supplies, we calculate the specific value between benefits produced
by each kind of mode of transportation in unit tool and transportation cost, namely,
bj
cij
dj
δir, and rank from large to small, the supplies with high specific value between

benefits and transportation cost shall be arranged at priority.
In order to design algorithm, we can suppose that the benefits produced by

life relief supplies are big enough, and their benefits are far greater than that of
produced by other supplies. So whichever types of relief supplies, we can design
algorithm uniformly by the order of bj

cij
dj
δirfrom large to small.

According to such thought, scheduling problem which different priority level
of emergency supplies shall be transported by multi-transportation mode can be
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solved by designing the following algorithm based on the flow of Fig. 1. Of which,
krt , b

r
t represents the number of tools and surplus capacity remained after arranging

the kind t means of transport to transport the type r of supplies, respectively.
Algorithm of scheduling plan of multi-transportation mode
Step 0: Input initial data r = 1, krj = kj , brj = bj ,
(j = 1, 2, ...,m), X = ∅, Y = ∅,Kr = ∪

j
{krj}, Br = ∪

j
{brj}(j = 1, 2, ...,m), X = ∅,

Y = ∅, Kr = ∪
j
{krj}, Br = ∪

j
{brj}.

Step 1: Sett = 1, xt = 0.

Step 2: IfAr =
n∑
i=1

aiδir > 0, then calculatexrt =
⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
, if not, turn into Step 8.

Step 3: Ifkrj =


0, if j < t
krr − xrt , if j = t
krj , if t < j < m

, updateKr = ∪
j
{krj}, calculatext :=

xt + xrt , X := X ∪ {xt}, if not, turn into Step 5.
Step 4: Suppose that sis the first for the kind t of means of transport without

being loaded in saturation, the actual surplus capacity of the kind t of means of

transport is brtk =

 0
xrt × brt −Ar

brtk

k < s
k = s

s < k < kt

, (of which, ktis the number of the

kind t of means of transport), update Br = {brj}, Ar = 0, yij =

{
aiδir j = t
0 j 6= t

,

Y := Y ∪ {yit}, and turn into Step 8.
Step 5: takexrt = krt , calculate xt := xt + xrt ,
X := X ∪ {xt}; calculateγit = bt

citδir
dt

, and rank from large to small, and denote
asγi1t ≥ γi2t ≥ ... ≥ γint.

Step 6: the value of q1 shall be confirmed by
q1∑
q=1

aiqδiqr ≤ xrt b
r
t <

q1+1∑
q=1

aiqδiqr,

setyiqt =


aiqδiqr, q < q1

xrt b
r
t −

q1∑
q=1

aiqδiqr, q = q1

0, q > q1

, whenj 6= t, takeyiqj = 0, Y := Y ∪ {yiqt}.

Ar = Ar − xrt ∗ brt , krj =
{

0, if j ≤ t
krj , if t < j ≤ m , t = t+ 1 .

Step 7: Ift ≤ m, turn into Step 2, if not, execute Step 9.
Step 8: Setr := r + 1, ifr ≤ l, turn into Step 2, if not, turn into Step 9.
Step 9: Output setX,Kr, Br, Y .
The actual number of tools participated in transportation according to the above

algorithm and the quantity of theikinds of supplies by thejkinds of mode of trans-
portation can be calculated to get transportation plan.

Theorem: scheduling plan determined by the above algorithm of scheduling
plan of multi-transportation mode is feasible plan of problem (P).

Proof: feasibility of proof scheme can only verify that all constraint conditions
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are set up.
When

⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
≤ krt , it means that the transportation mission of the type r of

supplies can be finished by the kind t of tools, and suppose the kind i of supplies

belong to the typer, yij =
{
aiδir j = t
0 j 6= t

can be known by the Step 4 of algorithm,

and then
m∑
j=1

yij =aiδir = ai. When
⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
> krt , constraint (2)

m∑
j=1

yij = aiis also set

up in a similar way by Step 7.

can be got by Step 2, and
n∑
i=1

yij =
n∑
i=1

aiδir = Ar ≤ xrt brt = xtb
r
t can be got from

the calculation formula ofyijby Step 4 and Step 6 andxt := xt + xrt .

n∑
i=1

yij =

n∑
i=1

aiδir = Ar ≤ xrt brt = xtb
r
t

So constraint (3) is also set up.
At the same time, constraint (4) which is also set up can be known directly

by the derivation process of constraint (2)
m∑
j=1

yij = aiand constraint (3), namely,

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

yijδir =
n∑
i=1

aiδir = Ar ≤ xrt brt .

Becausexrt =
⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
, when

⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
≤ krt , it means that thetkind of means of trans-

port can finish to transport the type r of supplies, and it is likely to participate in
the transportation of the type r + 1 of supplies, soxr+1

t ≥ 0, on the other hand,
whenj > t, obviously, xrj = 0, soxr+1

t xrt+1 = 0is set up.

When
⌈
Ar

brt

⌉
> krt , xrt = krt , it means that the kind t of means of transport cannot

finish to transport the type r of supplies, soxrt+1 6= 0, but algorithm is cycled byrfrom
small to large, only whenAr = 0, the transportation of the type r+1 of supplies can
be considered, soxr+1

t = 0, which also means xr+1
t xrt+1 = 0.

So constraint (5) is also set up.
It can be known from the formulaxt := xt + xrt that constraint (6) is obviously

set up.
It can be known by definition of the algorithm variable and calculation formula

that constraint (7)-(9) obviously set up.
Therefore scheduling plan determined by the algorithm of scheduling plan of

multi-transportation mode is feasible plan of problem (P).
We need to confirm emergency resource scheduling by different priority levels

according to actual requirements, and we shall confirm the number of means of
transport and specific transportation plan in transportation of the same type of
supplies in accordance with the greedy principle of using transportation cost as low
as possible to produce benefits as high as possible. It shall be reached to saturation
transportation state after confirming the number of one kind of mode of transporta-
tion, and this problem is equal to knapsack problem. If it is not required to be
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integer solution, and then it is obvious to get optimum solution, but integer solution
is required in the paper, if only optimum non-integer solution can be adjusted fine,
the excellent scheduling plan can be got. In addition, we need to note that the
difference between this problem and general linear integer transportation problem
is to determine which kind of mode of transportation being taken and the number
of tools required by this mode of transportation, namely, determinexj , transporta-
tion shall be arranged priority by different priority level of emergency supplies at
the same time rather than confirm transportation plan directly by the maximum
benefits. Therefore plan cannot be confirmed directly by general table dispatching
method in the algorithm process.

4. Application example

Suppose that disaster occurs in certain region, one city needs to transport six
kinds of supplies to disaster area based on government’s macro-control, its quantity
demanded isA = {a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6}={25, 40, 35, 35, 55, 60}. We can divide them
by the Literature [21], of which, a1 , a3 belong to the first type of life relief supplies,
a2 , a4 belong to the second type of engineering support supplies, a6 belongs to the
third type of engineering construction supplies, a5 belongs to the fourth type of post-
disaster reconstruction supplies. There are five kinds of modes of transportation, the
number of each kind of mean of transportK = {k1, k2, k3, k4, k5}={3, 5, 6, 10, 8}.
The maximum capacity of unit tool for each kind of mode of transportationB =
{b1, b2, b3, b4, b5}={15, 20, 10, 5, 15}. And the unit expense of each kind of mode
of transportation D = {d1, d2, d3, d4, d5}={100, 50, 25, 20, 10}. Matrix of benefit
produced when supplies shall be transported to disaster area by different modes of

transportationc =


100 40 8 5 1
9 8 6 3 2
120 50 9 4 2
9 7 5 4 1
7 6 5 4 3
8 5 4 3 2

. A scheduling plan is required to be

given, so that relief supplies can produce maximum benefits and we also hope the
transportation cost can be as less as possible at the same time.

According to different classification of supplies, we can get the following result
by calculating.

A1 = 25 + 36 = 60,K1 =
{
k11, k

1
2, k

1
3, k

1
4, k

1
5

}
= {0, 4, 6, 10, 8};

A2 = 40 + 35 = 75,K2 =
{
k21, k

2
2, k

2
3, k

2
4, k

2
5

}
= {0, 0, 6, 10, 8};

A3 = 60,K3 =
{
k31, k

3
2, k

3
3, k

3
4, k

3
5

}
= {0, 0, 1, 10, 8};

A4 = 55,K4 =
{
k41, k

4
2, k

4
3, k

4
4, k

4
5

}
= {0, 0, 1, 10, 4}

So the number of means of transportation can be chosen in case of actual trans-
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portation:
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5} = {3, 5, 5, 0, 4}

The number of theikind of supplies confirmed by thejkind of mode of transportation
at the same time is:

Y =


10 15 0 0 0
0 40 0 0 0
35 0 0 0 0
0 35 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 55
0 10 50 0 0

 .

Object function value is Z=5965.

5. Conclusion

China is a country with frequent natural disasters, and plenty of social wealth
has been spent on the logistics for natural disasters in every year, of which some
are necessary, but others can be saved. Under the circumstances, suppose that the
number and types of current emergency supplies have been known in the paper,
and the type of mode of transportation, the number and the capacity of means of
transport have been known at the same time, aimed at which relief supplies can
produce maximum benefits and hope the transportation can be as less as possible
at the same time, and how to arrange supplies transportation in a reasonable way,
mathematical model has been built, and algorithm of emergency supplies dispatching
suitable for solving multi-transportation mode has been designed, and the solution
has been verified by example solution with favorable computational efficiency. The
further work is how to combine operational research and management effectively to
come up with a model which conforms to actual background and provide effective
algorithm.
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